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We describe a novel approach to dimensional reduction in classical field theory. Inspired by
ideas from noncommutative geometry, we introduce extended algebras of differential forms
over space-time, generalized exterior derivatives and generalized connections associated with
the "geometry" of space-times with discrete extra dimensions. We apply our formalism to
theories of gauge- and gravitational fields and find natural geometrical origins for an axion-
and a dilaton field, as well as a Higgs field.
2I. INTRODUCTION
Introducing extra dimensions in order to unify physical laws and identify natural geometrical origins
of various gauge- and scalar fields has quite a long history, beginning in the 1920’s with attempts
by Kaluza and Klein (see [11], [13]) to unify Maxwell’s theory with general relativity in a five-
dimensional space-time, continuing with Pauli’s construction of non-abelian SU(2)-gauge fields in
a six dimensional space-time and culminating with string- and M-theory; (see, e.g., [15]). All these
attempts are plagued with the appearance of infinite towers of modes of ever larger mass. In theories
where all modes are coupled to the gravitational field such towers may seem to be a problem.
Within the general framework of noncommutative geometry, Connes has proposed to consider
generalized notions of differential geometry to describe extra dimensions and to construct classical
field theories where certain scalar fields, such as the Higgs field of the standard model, appear for
geometrical reasons, but towers of very massive modes do not arise; see [6], [7]. Connes’ attempts
are based on generalizations of spin geometry. The fundamental geometrical data are encoded in so-
called "spectral triples", (A,D,H), where A is a (possibly non commutative) ∗algebra of operators
represented on a separable Hilbert space H, and D is an elliptic operator acting on H generalizing
the Dirac operator.
In this note, we present an alternative approach to "dimensional reduction", based on certain ex-
tensions of the graded differential algebra, Ω(M), of differential forms over space-time M, that does
not involve introducing continuous extra dimensions, but involves generalized notions of "exterior
derivative", "connection" and "metric". Our approach is inspired by Connes’ ideas ([6],[7]), but
we attempt to generalize general Riemannian - rather than spin-geometry; (see [9]). Thus, besides
a *algebra of operators, it involves two anti-commutaing Kähler-Dirac operators, D and D¯, acting
on a Hilbert space of generalized differential forms (rather than a single Dirac operator acting on a
Hilbert space of generalized spinors). Classical fields are identified with elements of a (sub-)space
of "zero modes"on which D2 = D¯2. The linear combinations d := D − iD¯ and d∗ := D + iD¯ can
then be interpreted as generalizations of the exterior derivative and its adjoint; (see [9]).
The purpose of our note is to provide natural geometrical interpretations of various scalar fields, such
as an axion-, a dilaton and a Higgs field, using ideas and results from [9]. As in Connes’ approach,
"space-time" will have the structure of two copies of the usual four-dimensional space-time carrying
( a priori massless) left-handed and right-handed spinors, respectively. This is reminiscent of a five-
dimensional generalization of the quantum Hall effect discussed in [10], the extra fifth dimension
being treated as a discrete two-point set.
The axion will turn out to be the "fifth" component of the electromagnetic vector potential, the
dilaton to be a gravitational degree of freedom associated with the discrete fifth dimension, and
the Higgs field will appear as a component of the electroweak gauge field that induces tunneling
processes between the two sheets of "space-time"and provides masses to the fermions and to the
W- and Z gauge bosons, as sketched in figure 1.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section II, we summarize, in a sketchy way, some elements
of noncommutative geometry that are needed in subsequent sections. For further details, the
reader is referred to [6],[7] and [9]. In section III, we first recover an axion field (section III A) by
identifying it with the fifth component of the electromagnetic vector potential. This represents the
3simplest application of our formalism. In section III B, we proceed to generalize the Einstein-Hilbert
gravitational action to our two-sheeted space-time and find that this leads to the appearance of a
dilaton field. Finally, in section III C, we show how the Higgs field of the electroweak theory finds a
natural geometrical interpretation within our formalism. Some additional remarks and conclusions
are sketched in section IV.
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the Yukawa coupling between left- and right-handed fermions, interpreted in
a five dimensional space time. The left- and right-handed fermions live on separate four-dimensional sheets.
The Higgs field couples left- to right-handed spinors via quantum tunnelling.
II. GENERALIZED DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
Gauge theories are intimately related to differential geometry. The reader may remember an un-
dergraduate course on electromagnetism where the Maxwell equations were entirely rewritten in
terms of differential forms. Classical fields in a gauge theory with gauge group G are sections of
some vector bundles over space-time M associated to a principal G-bundle over M . Gauge po-
tentials (such as the U(1)- or SU(2)- gauge potentials) are G-valued one-forms appearing in the
definition of covariant derivatives in a local basis of sections of associated vector bundles, and G
is the Lie algebra of G. A well-known theorem of Serre and Swan ([16]) tells us that all finite-
dimensional vector bundles over a smooth compact manifold M correspond to finitely generated
projective C∞(M,C)-modules. This result motivates our present approach. To generalize classical
gauge theories, we will introduce ∗algebras A (in particular non-commutative algebras) generalizing
the commutative algebra C∞(M,C), and then consider finitely generated projective A-modules and
define a generalization of the Z-graded algebra of differential forms over M . This furnishes the
right kind of geometrical data enabling us to generalize the notion of gauge theories.
A. Basic definitions
Let A be a unital ∗algebra over the field K = R or C. We denote by Ω(A) = ⊕pΩp(A) any
Z-graded differential algebra with A = Ω0(A). The graded product over the "algebra of generalized
4differential forms" Ω(A) is denoted by ωω′, where ω, ω′ are elements of Ω(A). The degree of a
homogeneous element ω ∈ Ω(A) is denoted by deg(ω).
Definition 1. Vector bundles over A
Inspired by the theorem of Serre and Swan, one defines a noncommutative vector bundle, M(A),
over A as a finitely generated projective (left) A−module (see [6]). Every such module admits a
generating family, i.e., there exist s1, ..., sn ∈ Hom(M(A),A), e1, ..., en ∈ M(A) such that, for all
x ∈ M(A),
x =
n∑
i=1
si(x)ei.
The set {ei ∈M(A), i = 1, ..., n ∈ N}, is called a generating family of sections of the vector bundle
M(A).
Next, we assume that there exists a Z2-graded nilpotent operator dA (d
2
A = 0) acting on a Z-graded
differential algebra Ω(A). Since Ω(A) is a left Ω(A)-module, we may define the differential
δA := [dA, ·]g (1)
on the algebra Ω(A), where the commutator [·, ·]g respects the Z2-grading of Ω(A), i.e.,
[dA, ωp]g = dAωp + (−1)p+1ωpdA (2)
for any ωp of degree p. For all homogeneous ω ∈ Ω(A), we may assume that dAω is homogeneous.
Note that δA is nilpotent:
δ2Aω = d
2
Aω + (−1)deg(ω)+1dAωdA + (−1)deg(dAω)+1dAωdA + ωd2A
= d2Aω + ωd
2
A = 0.
Furthermore, δA obeys the Leibniz’s rule
δA(ωω
′) = δA(ω)ω
′ + (−1)deg(ω)ωδAω′ (3)
and δA(1A) = 0.
Definition 2. Connections
Let M(A) be a projective, finitely generated (left) A-module, and let δA be defined as in (1). A
connection, ∇, on M(A) associated to δA is a C-linear map
∇ :M(A) −→ Ωodd(A)⊗AM(A)
5such that, for all a ∈ A, s ∈ M(A),
∇(as) = δAa⊗ s+ a∇s. (4)
δAa in (4) is understood as (δAa)1A = dAa − adA1A. Every projective finitely generated module
having a generating family {ei}ni=1 of sections, connections are entirely determined by their action
on the ei’s
∇(ei) = −Ωji ⊗ ej ,
where Ωji ∈ Ωodd(A). The forms Ωji correspond to the gauge potential in classical gauge theories.
If the module is free and the generating family is a basis, one can choose arbitrary forms Ωji . If the
module is not free one has to impose some restrictions on the coefficients Ωji ([6],[4]).
We require that
∇(ω ⊗ s) = δAω ⊗ s+ (−1)deg(ω)ω∇s (5)
for all homogeneous ω ∈ Ω(A), s ∈ M(A), where the product is between forms, i.e., ω(ω1 ⊗ s) =
(ωω1)⊗ s. As in (4), δAω in (5) is understood as (δAω)1A. Using (5), we can extend the definition
of a connection to Ω(A)⊗AM(A) in a unique way and define curvature as follows.
Definition 3. Curvature
The curvature of a connection ∇ is the left A-linear map:
−∇2 :M(A) −→ Ωeven(A)⊗AM(A). (6)
B. Generalization of the algebra of differential forms
Let A and B be unital algebras over the fieldK = R or C. We consider Z-graded differential algebras
Ω(A) and Ω(B), with A = Ω0(A), B = Ω0(B). We write C := A ⊗K B. Then Ω(A) ⊗K Ω(B) is a
left C-module and can be equipped with a graded product. Henceforth we usually omit the "K" in
⊗K .
Definition 4. Graded product over Ω(A)⊗Ω(B)
The graded product, ∧, over the algebra Ω(A) ⊗ Ω(B) is defined as follows: For all homogeneous
elements ω, ω′ ∈ Ω(A) and σ, σ′ ∈ Ω(B),
(ω ⊗ σ) ∧ (ω′ ⊗ σ′) = (−1)deg(σ)deg(ω′)ωω′ ⊗ σσ′. (7)
With this product, Ω(A)⊗ Ω(B) is a Z-graded algebra, and we have that
(Ω(A)⊗ Ω(B))n =
⊕
p+q=n
Ω(A)p ⊗ Ω(B)q
6where Ωp(.) is the subspace of Ω(.) of degree p.
We assume that there exist Z2-graded nilpotent operators dA on Ω(A) and dB on Ω(B).
Definition 5. Extension of (dA, dB)
An extension of (dA, dB) is a Z2-graded, linear nilpotent operator d˜ acting on the left C-module
Ω(C) := Ω(A)⊗ Ω(B) that can be written in the form
d˜ = αdA ⊗ 1B + βΓA ⊗ dB + σ (8)
where σ is an odd element of Ω(C), α, β ∈ K, and ΓA is the involution on Ω(A) defined by
ΓA(ω) = (−1)deg(ω)ω,
for a homogeneous ω ∈ Ω(A).
As in (1), we define a differential δ˜ :=
î
d˜, ·
ó
g
on the graded algebra Ω(C), as well as connections and
curvature on any (noncommutative) vector bundle M(C). When σ = 0 in (8), it is easy to check
that d˜2 = 0. Let κ := ω ⊗ ω′ ∈ Ω(C), with ω homogeneous. One then has that
d˜2κ = d˜(αdAω ⊗ ω′ + β(−1)deg(ω)ω ⊗ dBω′)
= α2d2Aω ⊗ ω′ + αβ(−1)deg(dAω)dAω ⊗ dBω′ + αβ(−1)deg(ω)dAω ⊗ dBω′ + β2ω ⊗ d2Bω′
= 0.
If σ 6= 0 one must add the conditions that [αdA ⊗ 1B + βΓA ⊗ dB, σ]g = 0 and σ2 = 0.
Below, we will choose for Ω(B) the exterior algebra of a finite-dimensional vector space V over K,
which we denote by G(V ); ( G stands for "Grassmann Algebra"). This is a graded commutative
algebra over the field K. The algebra B is the field K. We denote by × the exterior product on
G(V ), and, with C = A⊗K K ≈ A, Ω(A)V := Ω(C) = Ω(A)⊗ G(V ).
Let ξp ∈ G(V ) be a homogeneous element of odd degree p. The operator dB := ξp × (.) acting on
G(V ) is linear, Z2-graded and nilpotent. For any α, β ∈ K,
d˜ := αdA ⊗ 1 + βΓA ⊗ (ξp × .) = αdA ⊗ 1 + β(1A ⊗ ξp) ∧ · (9)
is linear, Z2-graded and nilpotent. More generally, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let ξp ∈ G(V ) be a homogeneous element of odd degree, and, let ω ∈ Ω(A) be an
even differential form such that δA(ω) = 0. Then, for all α ∈ K,
d˜ = αdA ⊗ 1 + (ω ⊗ ξp) ∧ · (10)
7is a linear nilpotent Z2-graded operator on Ω(A)V .
If ω ∈ Z(Ω(A)) (the center of Ω(A)) and if the vector space V is one dimensional, then δ˜ =
[dA ⊗ 1 + (ω ⊗ ξ1)∧, .]g maps Ω(A)⊗ 1 to itself,
δ˜(ω′ ⊗ 1) = δAω′ ⊗ 1
for any ω′ ∈ Ω(A). The action of δ˜ on Ω(A) ⊗ ξ1 is also of the form δ˜(ω′ ⊗ ξ1) = δAω′ ⊗ ξ1. In
other words, δ˜ = δA ⊗ 1.
Corollary 1. Let ωi, i = 1, ..., n, be commuting differential forms of homogeneous even degree in
Ω(A) such that δ(ωi) = 0, and let ξpi ∈ G(V ) be homogeneous elements of odd degree. Then, for all
α ∈ K,
d˜ = αdA ⊗ 1 +
∑
i
(ωi ⊗ ξpi) ∧ · (11)
is a linear nilpotent Z2-graded operator on Ω(A)V .
C. Hermitian structure on Ω(A)V
Until now, the algebras A and Ω(A) have been quite general. From now on, we focus on the
case where A = C∞(M,Mn(K)) and Ω(A) = Ω(M,Mn(K)) is the Z-graded algebra of Mn(K)-
(n × n matrices) valued forms, where M is a compact, orientable, smooth manifold of dimension
m. In this section, we suppose that M is Riemannian. The exterior derivative on Ω(M,Mn(K)) is
denoted by d. We construct a hermitian structure on Ωp(A)V using a generalization of the Hodge
operator on Ω(M). Let dim(V ) = k. We choose a basis (ξm+1, ..., ξm+k) of V . This basis has the
same properties as the fermionic superspace coordinates used in the theory of supermanifolds. We
introduce the notion of Berezin integration on G(V ) well known from fermionic functional integrals.
Definition 6. Berezin integration
Let
∫
b denote Berezin integration on G(V ), i.e.,
∫
b dξ
iξi = 1,
∫
b dξ
i = 0, and
∫
b
dξm+k... dξm+1ξm+1... ξm+k = 1. (12)
Take (dx1, ..., dxm) to be a coordinate basis of 1-forms on M . To define the extended Hodge
operator, we write: ξi := dxi ⊗ 1 ≡ dxi. The metric on the manifold M is denoted by g. To raise
the indices of the totally antisymmetric tensor ǫµν..., we extend g by imposing g
(m+i)j = gj(m+i) =
δ(m+i)j , for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j ∈ {1, ...,m + k}. This choice is consistent because it is not
affected by any change of coordinates on M .
8Definition 7. Extended Hodge operator
The extended Hodge ∗-operator is the map ∗. : Ωp(A)V −→ Ωm+k−p(A)V defined by:
∗ (ξµ1 ∧ ... ∧ ξµp) =
»
| g |
(m+ k − p)!ǫ
µ1...µp
νp+1...νm+k
ξνp+1 ∧ ... ∧ ξνm+k (13)
and if ω = 1
p!ωµ1...µpξ
µ1 ∧ ... ∧ ξµp ∈ Ωp(A)V , by
∗ (ω) =
»
| g |
(m+ k − p)!p! (ωµ1...µp)
† ǫµ1...µpνp+1...νm+kξ
νp+1 ∧ ... ∧ ξνm+k , (14)
where † is the adjoint on Mn(K).
Next, we construct a hermitian structure (·, ·) on the A-module Ωp(A)V , for any p ∈ N. A hermitian
structure is a sesquilinear form (·, ·) : Ωp(A)V × Ωp(A)V → A, such that
i) (as, bs′) = a(s, s′)b†, for all a, b ∈ A, s, s′ ∈ Ωp(A)V ,
ii) (s, s) ≥ 0, for all s ∈ Ωp(A)V , and (s, s) = 0⇒ s = 0.
(15)
For arbitrary ω, ω′ ∈ Ωp(A)V , we define (·, ·) by
ω ∧ (∗ω′) =: (ω, ω′)dV (16)
where dV =
»
| g |ξ1... ξm+k is the invariant extended volume form. The fact that (·, ·) defined in
(16) satisfies properties i) and ii) of (15) is obvious from the definitions.
The space Ωp(A)V of p−forms also carries a scalar product
〈·, ·〉 : Ωp(A)V × Ωp(A)V −→ C ∪ {±∞}
(ω, ω′) 7−→ 〈ω, ω′〉 := −
∫
tr(ω ∧ ∗(ω′)),
where we have set
−
∫
ω := (−1)mk
∫
M
∫
b
dξm+k... dξm+1ω. (17)
The factor (−1)mk ensures positivity of the scalar product and comes from the anticommutation
relations {ξi, ξj} = 0, for i, j ∈ {1, ...,m + k}. On the right-hand side, the Berezin integration is
defined in the following way: For all ω = 1
p!ωµ1...µpξ
µ1 ... ξµp ∈ Ωp(A)V ,
∫
b
dξm+k... dξm+1ω :=
1
p!
ωµ1...µp
∫
b
dξm+k... dξm+1ξµ1 ... ξµp (18)
9and the Berezin integration is carried out by putting all the Berezin variables ξµi on the left after
passing them through the coordinate 1-forms. For instance,∫
b
dξ1dxdyξ1 =
Å∫
b
dξ1ξ1
ã
dxdy = dxdy.
III. DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION
In this section, we apply "generalized differential geometry" to some examples from classical field
theory in order to show that various classical fields, such as the axion, acquire a natural geometrical
interpretation. We begin with the axion field that has appeared in [10] by dimensional reduction
of Maxwell theory, starting from a five-dimensional bulk space-time.
A. Axion field
To recover the axion field, only a little change of the differential geometric formulation of elec-
tromagnetism is necessary. Let M be a compact four-dimensional Lorentzian manifold without
boundary. We consider the algebra A = C∞(M,C) (K = C). The new ingredient that makes
the axion field appear is the modification of the graded algebra of differential forms over M . We
choose V = {λξ1, λ ∈ C} the one-dimensional vector space spanned by ξ1, and its exterior algebra
G(V ). On Ω(A)V = Ω(M,C) ⊗ G(V ), we define a natural generalization of the exterior derivative
satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.
d˜ = d⊗ 1 + α(1⊗ ξ1) ∧ · (19)
with α ∈ C. A connection ∇ on M(A) := A = C∞(M,C) is a C-linear map
∇ : C∞(M,C) −→ Ω1(A)V ⊗C∞(M) C∞(M,C) ∼= Ω1(A)V .
Proposition 2. Let ∇ be any connection on C∞(M,C) and f ∈ C∞(M,C). Then
∇f = −Ω⊗ f (20)
where Ω = ω + φξ1, with ω ∈ Ω1(M,C), φ ∈ C∞(M,C).
This proposition follows directly from the definition of ∇. The module being free, we require that
φ ∈ C∞(M,R), so that the field φ has zero charge. φ will turn out to be the axion field. The
curvature (see (6)) associated to a connection is
−∇2f = −∇(−Ω⊗ f) = (δ˜Ω)⊗ f − Ω ∧ ∇f
= (δ˜Ω)⊗ f =: F∇2 ⊗ f
10
with
F∇2 = δ˜Ω =
î
d˜, ω + φξ1
ó
+
1 = dω + dφξ1. (21)
In [10], the integral of the Chern-Simons five-form led to an axion term in the action. The corre-
sponding extended integral of the extended Chern-Simons five-form Ω ∧ F∇2 ∧ F∇2 is given by
−
∫
Ω ∧ F∇2 ∧ F∇2 = −
∫
(ω + φξ1) ∧ (dω + dφξ1) ∧ (dω + dφξ1)
= −
∫
(ω + φξ1)
Ä
(dω)2 + 2dωdφξ1
ä
= −
∫ Ä
ωdωdω + φξ1(dω)
2 + 2ωdωdφξ1
ä
.
The Berezin integration
∫
b dξ1 = 0 implies that −
∫
ωdωdω = 0.
−
∫
Ω ∧ F∇2 ∧ F∇2 = −
∫ Ä
φ(dω)2ξ1 + 2ωdωdφξ1
ä
=
∫
M
Ä
φ(dω)2 + 2ωdωdφ
ä
.
The manifold M has no boundary, and therefore
0 =
∫
M
d(ωdωφ) =
∫
M
dωdωφ−
∫
M
ωdωdφ,
which finally yields
−
∫
Ω ∧ F∇2 ∧ F∇2 = 3
∫
M
φ(dω)2 (22)
with dω in (22) the electromagnetic field strength in four-dimensional space-time. We see that φ
can be interpreted as an axion field that couples to the electromagnetic field. We find the same
result as in [10]. However, we have not added any extra continuous dimension. We recover the
kinetic term for the axion by dimensional reduction of the Maxwell action
−
∫
F∇2 ∧ (∗F∇2) =
∫
M
dω ∧ ∗(dω)4 +−
∫
(dφξ1) ∧ ∗(dφξ1)
=
∫
M
dω ∧ ∗(dω)4 +
∫
M
∂µφ ∂µφ
»
| g | d4x
where ∗(.)4 is the Hodge operator on Ω(M).
B. Gravity with dilaton
We derive an Einstein-Hilbert action with dilaton using our formalism. We consider a four-
dimensional compact Lorentzian manifold M without boundary and choose K = R, A = C∞(M,R)
11
and V = {λξ1, λ ∈ R}. On Ω(A)V := Ω(M,R)⊗ G(V ), we take
d˜ = d⊗ 1 + α(1 ⊗ ξ1) ∧ ·. (23)
We consider the vector bundleM(A) = Ω1(A)V . It generalizes the cotangent bundle of the manifold
M . Connections, ∇, on M(A) are linear maps:
∇ : Ω1(A)V −→ Ω1(A)V ⊗A Ω1(A)V .
To keep our notation simple in the following calculations, we identify ξ1 ≡ dx4, as if ξ1 were the
coordinate one-form corresponding to an extra dimension. We introduce an extension of the Cartan
basis
EA = eACdx
C , (24)
where A,C = 0, ..., 4 and (EA, EB) = ηAB ; (·, ·) is the hermitian structure on Ω1(A)V defined in
(16), and ηAB is the Minkowski metric tensor in five dimensions with signature (−,+,+,+,+).
Proposition 3. Let ∇ be a connection on Ω1(A)V . With respect to the Cartan basis,
∇EA = −ΩAB ⊗EB (25)
where ΩAB ∈ Ω1(M,R), for A,B ∈ {0, ..., 4}, i.e.,
ΩAB = ω
A
B + φ
A
Bdx
4 (26)
with ωAB ∈ Ω1(A)V , φAB ∈ C∞(M,R).
The curvature two form associated to ∇ takes the form:
−∇2(αAEA) = −∇((δ˜αA)⊗ EA − αAΩAB ⊗ EB)
= −
î
(δ˜αA ∧ ΩAB)⊗EB − δ˜(αAΩAB)⊗ EB − αAΩAB ∧ΩBC ⊗ EC
ó
= αA(δ˜Ω
A
C +Ω
A
B ∧ ΩBC)⊗ EC = αARAC ⊗ EC
where
RAC = δ˜ΩAC +ΩAB ∧ ΩBC . (27)
We can compute the scalar curvature using (27). In the following calculations, we denote by capital
letters A,B, ... indices that take values in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and by a, b, ... indices in the range 0 to 3.
To simplify matters, we suppose that the Cartan basis is of the form
EA = δAa e
a
µdx
µ + δA4 e
σdx4 (28)
12
where σ ∈ C∞(M,R). With this ansatz, we tacitly assume that the added dimension does not
"warp" when one moves alongM . The hermitian structure (·, ·) defined in (16) satisfies (dxµ, dx4) =
0. We make the following hypotheses:
• The connection is torsion free, i.e., T (∇) = 0; (for the definition of torsion see [9])
• The connection is unitary with respect to the metric on the extended tangent space, i.e.,
δ˜(ω1, ω2) = (∇ω1, ω2) + (ω1,∇ω2) (29)
for arbitrary ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω1(A)V .
These constraints characterize the Levi-Civita connection.
1. Torsion-free condition
One has that
T (∇)EA = δ˜EA +ΩAB ∧ EB = 0.
By writing ea = eaµdx
µ, it is easy to show that this condition leads to the following identities.
• A = a: ®
dea + ωab e
b = 0
ωaν4e
σ − φabebν = 0
(30)
• A = 4: {
ω4µbe
b
ν − ω4νbebµ = 0
(∂νσ)e
σ + ω4ν4e
σ − φ4bebν = 0
(31)
2. Unitarity condition
Next, we use the unitarity condition (29)
δ˜(EA, EB) = (∇EA, EB) + (EA,∇EB)
= −(ΩACEC , EB)− (EA,ΩBDED)
= −ΩACηCB − ΩBDηAD.
By definition,
δ˜(EA, EB) = δ˜(ηAB) = 0.
13
Consequently, we are led to ®
ωACη
CB + ωBDη
AD = 0
φACη
CB + ηADφBD = 0
(32)
Listing all the possibilities for the components A and B of ω and φ, and using equations (30) and
(31), we see that the components of the connection satisfy the identities®
φ4b = e
ν
b (∂νσ)e
σ
φb4 = −eνc (∂νσ)eσηcb
(33)
with all other components of φAB vanishing. For ω
A
B, only the forms ω
a
b may be non zero.
3. Components of the curvature tensor
We have to find an expression for the components of the curvature tensor in terms of the components
of the connection calculated in (33). According to (27),
RAB = δ˜ΩAB +ΩACΩCB
=
1
2
RABCD E
C ∧ ED.
An easy identification leads to
RABcd = e
µ
c e
ν
d
Ä
∂µω
A
νB − ∂νωAµB + ωAµEωEνB − ωAνEωEµB
ä
(34)
RAB4d = e
−σeνd
Ä
−∂νφAB + φAEωEνB − ωAνEφEB
ä
. (35)
As our main goal is to compute the scalar curvature, we have to find the components of the Ricci
tensor using that
RBD = R
A
BAD = R
a
BaD +R
4
B4D. (36)
Because the scalar curvature is given by
R = ηBDRBD, (37)
we only have to determine Rbd and R44. For instance,
Rbd = R
a
bad +R
4
b4d
= eµae
ν
d
Ä
∂µω
a
νb − ∂νωaµb + ωaµcωcνb − ωaνcωcµb
ä
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=R
(4)
bd
+
+ e−σeνd
Ä
−∂νφ4b + φ4cωcνb −✟✟✟ω4νcφcb +✟✟
✟
φ44ω
4
νb −✟✟
✟
ω4ν4φ
4
b
ä
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
.
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It is possible to evaluate (I) using properties of the Cartan basis. One finds that
(I) = eνd
Ü
− [∂νeµb − ωcνbeµc ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
∂µσ − eµb (∂ν∂µσ)− eµb (∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ê
.
The term (II) underlined above reduces to (II) = −eαb Γµνα where Γµνα are the Christoffel symbols,
defined, in any coordinate basis, by
∇(4)(dxµ) = −Γµναdxν ⊗ dxα
and ∇(4) is the Levi-Civita connection on Ω1(M,R), given by
∇(4)(Ea) = −ωab ⊗ Eb.
Indeed,
∇(4)(Ea) = ∇(4)(eaκdxκ) = ∂νeaκdxν ⊗ dxκ − eaδΓδνκdxν ⊗ dxκ
= −ωaνcecκdxν ⊗ dxκ
which yields
∂νe
a
κ − eaδΓδνκ = −ωaνcecκ. (38)
Moreover, as eaµe
µ
b = δ
a
b ,
∂νe
µ
b = −eκb eµa∂νeaκ. (39)
Plugging (38) and (39) into (II),
(II) = −eκb eµa(−ωaνcecκ + eaδΓδνκ)− ωcνbeµc
= −eαb Γµνα.
Thus,
(I) = −eνdeµb
áî
−Γανµ∂ασ + ∂µ∂νσ
ó
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∇
(4)
µ ∂νσ
+(∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ë
where we have identified the components of the covariant derivative of ∂νσ. Then,
Rbd = R
(4)
bd − eνdeµb
Ä
∇(4)µ ∂νσ + (∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ä
. (40)
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In the same way, one finds for R44
R44 = −eνaeµc ηca
î
∇(4)ν ∂µσ + (∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ó
. (41)
Using (37), the extended scalar curvature is given by
R(5) = R(4) − 2gµν
î
∇(4)ν ∂µσ + (∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ó
. (42)
4. Einstein-Hilbert action and Dilaton
The generalized Einstein-Hilbert action reads
−
∫ »
| g | R(5)eσd4xξ1 =
∫
M
d4x
»
| g |R(5)eσ =
∫
M
d4x
»
| g |eσ
Ä
R(4) − 2gµν [∇ν∂µσ + (∂νσ)(∂µσ)]
ä
where we have replaced ∇(4)ν by ∇ν , as there is no risk of confusion, anymore. One can use a
conformal transformation to change the form of the integrand. Suppose that we rescale the metric,
g˜µν = e
2Φgµν .
For a manifold M of dimension d (cf. [5]), this rescaling changes the scalar curvature by
e2ΦR˜−R = −2(d− 1)∇ν∂νΦ− (d− 2)(d − 1)(∂νΦ)(∂νΦ).
M is four-dimensional and if we choose Φ = 12σ, we find that
eσR˜−R = −3∇ν∂νσ − 3
2
(∂νσ)(∂νσ).
Here R = R(4). Consequently, the generalized Hilbert-Einstein action is given by∫
M
d4x
»
| g |eσ R(5) =
∫
M
d4x
»
| g˜ |
Å
R˜− 1
2
g˜µν(∂νσ)(∂µσ) + ∇˜ν∂νσ
ã
. (43)
∇˜ν∂νσ can be rewritten as 1√
|g˜|
∂ν(
»
| g˜ |∂νσ). As M is without boundary,
∫
M
d4x
»
| g˜ | ∇˜ν∂νσ = 0
and only the kinetic term for the dilaton remains (cf. for instance [8]):
S =
∫
M
d4x
»
| g˜ |
Å
R˜− 1
2
g˜µν(∂νσ)(∂µσ)
ã
. (44)
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C. Electroweak theory with a Higgs field
Let M be a four-dimensional compact Lorentzian manifold without boundary and A = C∞(M,C).
We consider the A-bimodule M˜(A) = S2(M) ⊗A M(A) where M(A) = C∞(M,C2 ⊕ C) and
S2(M) is the Hilbert space of square integrable spinors on M . M˜(A) is projective and finitely
generated. We consider the one-dimensional vector space V = {λξ1, λ ∈ C} and introduce the
exterior derivative
d˜ = d⊗ 1 (45)
on Ω(A)V . Connections on M(A) are linear maps
∇ :M(A) −→ Ωodd(A)V ⊗AM(A).
Once we have constructed a connection on M(A), we can construct a connection on M˜(A) in the
following way. Let ∇S2 be the canonical spin connection on S2(M). We define
∇˜ : M˜(A) −→ Ωodd(A)V ⊗A M˜(A)
by
∇˜(ψ ⊗ f) = ∇S2ψ ⊗ f + π(ψ ⊗∇f)
where π(ψ ⊗ ω ⊗ f) = ω ⊗ ψ ⊗ f , for all ψ ∈ S2(M), ω ∈ Ω(A)V and f ∈ M(A).
We construct a connection ∇ on the free A-module M(A). Let (s1, s2, s3) be a basis of M(A).
∇si = − Ωji︸︷︷︸
∈Ω1(A)V
⊗sj
Similarly to (27), the components of the curvature tensor are given by
(FΩ)
i
j = δ˜Ω
i
j +Ω
i
kΩ
k
j . (46)
The general form of Ω := (Ωji ) reads, in matrix notation,
Ω = A⊗ 1 +B ⊗ ξ1 (47)
where A ∈ Ω(M,M3(C)), B ∈M3(C). The module being free, we can take an arbitrary consistent
choice for A,B in (47). We first introduce a Hermitian structure on M(A) in which the basis
is orthonormal, i.e., we choose (·, ·) such that (si, sj) = δij and (f, f ′) = ∑3i=1 fif¯ ′i , (¯·) denoting
complex conjugation. We require Ω to be unitary with respect to this metric, i.e., Ω must be
skew-hermitian. We would like A to be chosen as in the Standard Model of particle physics (see,
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e.g. [17]); i.e.,
A =
Ç
ω2×2 02×1
01×2 α1×1
å
where ω = ωµdx
µ and α1×1 = αµdx
µ are the U(2) and U(1) gauge potentials, respectively. The form
Ω being skew-hermitian, ωµ must be skew-hermitian and αµ ∈ iR. We would like B /∈M2(C)⊕ C
to exchange left- and right-handed spinors, describing tunneling processes between the two sheets
of space-time as explained in section I.
B =
Ç
02×2 H
−H† 01×1
å
where H ∈ C∞(M,M2×1(C)). We can add to B an axion field φ ∈ C∞(M,R), as considered in
section III A. Then the final form for Ω is given by
Ω =
Ç
ω2×2 02×1
01×2 α1×1
å
⊗ 1 +
Ç
iφ12×2 H
−H† iφ
å
⊗ ξ1. (48)
Next, we determine the components of the curvature two-form. Before doing so, we propose to
investigate how the components of Ω transform under a gauge transformation.
1. Gauge transformations
Consider two bases of sections, {s′i}, {sj} such that
s′i = g
j
i sj.
One has that
(Ω′)li = −(d˜gki )(g−1)lk + gjiΩkj (g−1)lk. (49)
The matrix-valued function g maps a basis of sections to another basis of sections. Since eft- and
right-handed spinors should not be mixed by gauge transformations, the most general form for g is
g =
Ç
A2×2 0
0 eiθ
å
,
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where A ∈ U(2), θ ∈ R. One then finds that
ω → AωA† − dAA†
α → α− idθ
H → AHe−iθ
φ → φ.
H transforms as the standard Higgs field under a gauge transformation. We will need these formulas
to check that the gauge field strength transforms correctly under gauge transformations, i.e.,
FΩ → gFΩg−1.
2. Curvature 2-form
We use the notations
DH := dH + ωH − αH
Fω := dω + ω
2
Fα := dα.
Then
FΩ =
Ç
Fω + i(dφ)ξ112×2 (DH)ξ1
−(DH)†ξ1 idφξ1 + Fα
å
. (50)
Under a gauge transformation g, FΩ given in (50) satisfies the transformation law
FΩ →
Ç
A2×2 0
0 eiθ
å
FΩ
(
A†2×2 0
0 e−iθ
)
. (51)
Indeed,
DH → d(AHe−iθ) + (AωA† − dAA†)(AHe−iθ)− (α− idθ)(AHe−iθ)
= ✘✘✘
✘✘
dAHe−iθ + e−iθAdH −❳❳❳❳❳iAe−iθdθ +AωHe−iθ −✘✘✘✘✘dAHe−iθ − αAHe−iθ +
❳❳❳❳❳❳
i(dθ)AHe−iθ
= ADHe−iθ.
All the other components are easily determined. It follows from (51) that the action functional
S = −
∫
tr [FΩ ∧ (∗FΩ)] (52)
is gauge-invariant.
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3. Yukawa coupling and kinetic energy term for the Higgs field
It is not difficult to compute the Hodge dual of FΩ in the basis (dx
0, dx1, dx2, dx3, dx4 = ξ1). If
ω = 1
p!ωµ1...µpdx
µ1 ∧ ... ∧ dxµp ∈ Ωp(M,M3(C))V ,
∗(w) =
»
| g |
(m+ 1− p)!p! (ωµ1...µp)
† ǫµ1...µpνp+1...νm+kdx
νp+1 ∧ ... ∧ dxνm+k .
As in II C, to raise the lower indices of ǫAB..., we extend the metric tensor g of the manifold M
by defining g4A = δA4 , for A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. In what follows, A,B, ... are indices that range from
0 to 4, whereas µ, ν, ... take values in {0, 1, 2, 3}. We work in the signature (−,+,+,+) for the
Minkowski metric ηµν .
If the two-form ω = 12ωµνdx
µdxν does not contain any term with ξ1 then
∗(ω) =
»
| g |
3!2!
(ωµν)
† ǫµνA...Cdx
A ∧ ... ∧ dxC
=
»
| g |
2!2!
(ωµν)
† ǫµνδγdx
δ ∧ dxγ ∧ ξ1
= ∗(ω)4 ∧ ξ1
where ∗(ω)4 denotes the Hodge dual on Ω(M,M3(C)). We then find that
∗ (FΩ) =
Ç ∗(Fω)− i(∂µφ) ∗ (dxµξ1)12×2 −(DH)µ ∗ (dxµξ1)
(DH)†µ ∗ (dxµξ1) −i(∂µφ) ∗ (dxµξ1) + ∗(Fα)
å
. (53)
The usual Yang-Mills type action (52) involves only four terms
S = −
∫
[(I) + (II) + (III) + (IV )]
where:
(I) = tr(Fω ∧ ∗(Fω)) + 2∂µφ∂µφ
»
| g |d5x
(II) := tr
Ä
(DH)µ(DH)
µ†
ä»
| g |d5x
(III) := (DH)†µ(DH)
µ
»
| g |d5x
(IV ) := Fα ∧ ∗(Fα) + ∂µφ∂µφ
»
| g |d5x.
and d5x = d4xξ1. Using the fact that tr(AB
†) = B†A for any A,B ∈M2×1(C), we finally find that
S = −
∫ [
tr(Fω ∧ ∗(Fω)) + Fα ∧ ∗(Fα) + 2(DH)†µ(DH)µ
»
| g |d5x+ 3∂µφ∂µφ
»
| g |d5x
]
,
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i.e., after dimensional reduction,
S =
∫
M
[
tr(Fω ∧ ∗(Fω)4) + Fα ∧ ∗(Fα)4 + 2(DH)†µ(DH)µ
»
| g |dx4 + 3∂µφ∂µφ
»
| g |d4x
]
. (54)
The first two terms in (54) are the Yang-Mills actions of the U(2) and U(1) gauge fields. To recover
the classical SU(2) and U(1) gauge field strengths, we further impose the constraint that
tr(ω) = α.
There is no mass term and no quartic potential for the Higgs field, but such terms are gauge-
invariant and are generated under renormalization. We will elucidate why such terms are absent in
section IV.
To determine the Yukawa couplings, we recall the definition of M˜(A) and note that Ω1(A)V has 5
generators. The Clifford action c : Ω1(A)V → End(M˜(A)) is then given by
c(dxµ) := iγ˜µ ⊗ 1
c(ξ1) := γ
5 ⊗ 1
where γ˜µ’s are the Dirac matrices in curved spacetime, i.e., γ˜µ = eµaγ
a with {γa, γb} = −2ηab (we
work with the signature (−,+,+,+)), γa† = −γa for a = 1, 2, 3 and γ0† = γ0; γ5 is given by the
product γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3. One checks that γ5† = γ5, (γ5)2 = 1. The Dirac Operator is given by
Dc := c ◦ ∇˜ : M˜(A)→ M˜(A).
This yields
Dc = iγ
aeµa(∂µ −
1
2
iωbcµ Σbc +Ωµ) + γ
5Ω4 (55)
where Σab =
i
4 [γa, γb] and ω
bc
µ are the components of the spin connection. We use the notations
Ψ =
Ö
ψ1L
ψ2L
ψ3R
è
, H =
Ç
H1
H2
å
, ψ¯i = ψ
†
i γ
0.
The fermionic action, defined by
S =
∫
d4x
»
| g |Ψ¯DcΨ, (56)
for arbitrary Ψ ∈ M˜(A), with Ψ¯ = (ψ¯1Lψ¯2Lψ¯3R), gives rise to the Yukawa and axion-fermion
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couplings through the term Ψ¯γ5Ω4Ψ:
Ψ¯γ5Ω4Ψ =
Ä
ψ¯1LH1γ
5ψ3R + ψ¯2LH2γ
5ψ3R − ψ¯3RH¯1γ5ψ1L − ψ¯3RH¯2γ5ψ2L
ä
+ i
3∑
i=1
ψ¯iφγ
5ψi
= − (ψ¯1LH1ψ3R + ψ¯2LH2ψ3R + ψ¯3RH¯1ψ1L + ψ¯3RH¯2ψ2L)+ i 3∑
i=1
ψ¯iφγ
5ψi.
Coupling constants can be introduced by rescaling the fields.
IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
We should explain why we do not find any quartic and quadratic terms for the Higgs field. For
this purpose, we outline a parallel between our point of view and Connes’ point of view of noncom-
mutative geometry. To do so, we introduce the same toy model as Connes did in [6], (p.563-567).
We consider the discrete space X = {a, b}, formed by two separate points. Suppose that there
is a complex vector space Wa of dimension na attached to a, and a complex vector space Wb of
dimension nb attached to b. W = Wa ⊕Wb is a projective finitely generated left C ⊕ C-module,
and one could, exactly as in [6], consider the algebra A = C ⊕ C and introduce a connection. In
Connes’ formalism, the space of "noncommutative" one forms Ω1(A) is 2-dimensional. This is the
reason why his Yang-Mills action (p.567 of [6]) exhibits quartic and quadratic terms that mimic
the Higgs potential.
In our approach, we consider the vector bundle W as a free C-module. We can choose a basis of
sections a1, ..., ana , b1, ..., bnb with ai ∈ Wa and bj ∈ Wb for all i, j. A connection is a linear map
that determines the variation of this basis when one moves along space-time. Here it quantifies the
variation due to jumping from a to b. To quantify this jump, we introduce the one-dimensional
vector space V = {λξ1, λ ∈ C} spanned by ξ1, where ξ1 plays the role of dx in the direction of the
jump. The variation ∆ai = a
′
i − ai can be written ∆ai = φi1b1 + ...+ φinbbnb , with φij ∈ C. In the
same way, ∆bi = φ
′
i1a1 + ...+ φ
′
ina
ana, with the φ
′
ij ∈ C. The connection has the form
∇


a1
..
ana
b1
..
bnb


=


0 ... 0 φ11 ... φ1nb
... ... ... ... ... ...
0 ... 0 φna1 ... φnanb
φ′11 ... φ
′
1na 0 .. 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
φ′na1 ... φ
′
nbna
0 .. 0


ξ1 ⊗


a1
..
ana
b1
..
bnb


.
Our approach is thus different from Connes’ approach and leads to different results. For instance,
quartic and quadratic terms in the φij’s vanish because Ω(B)V is one-dimensional. To get such
terms one must enlarge V , e.g. take a two-dimensional vector space. We have carried out such
generalizations for the Higgs field but they lead to fermion doubling. Indeed, if V has two generators
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ξ1 and ξ2, one can write the connection Ω of the last section in the form (neglecting the axion field)
Ω =
Ç
ω2×2 02×1
01×2 α1×1
å
⊗ 1 +
Ç
02×2 H
−H† 0
å
⊗ ξ1 +
Ç
02×2 H
′
−H ′† 0
å
⊗ ξ2 (57)
where H ′ = iH if one wants to recover a quartic term for the Higgs field in the action. Then the
Clifford action c : Ω1(A)V → End(M˜(A)) is given by
c(dxµ) := Γµ ⊗ 1
c(ξ1) := Γ
5 ⊗ 1
c(ξ2) := Γ
6 ⊗ 1
where ΓA, A ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6}, are 8 × 8 complex matrices. The number of spinors has to be
multiplied by a factor of two to make sense of ΓAψ, and we end up with fermion doubling. As
there is, a priori, no obstruction against adding gauge-invariant terms to the action, we prefer a
five dimensional model.
The introduction of right-handed neutrinos is possible within our formalism. The see-saw mecha-
nism ( see [1], [12] for reviews) furnishes a potential explanation of the origin of the mass of the
left-handed neutrinos of the Standard Model. It is based on the presence, in the action, of a Ma-
jorana mass term for the right-handed neutrinos, of the form Mrrν¯rν
c
r , and a small Dirac mass
mlrν¯lνr+h.c., with mlr << Mrr, coming from Yukawa couplings. The mass matrix can be written
in the form
(ν¯lν¯
c
r)
(
0 mlr
m†lr Mrr
)Ç
νcl
νr
å
.
The diagonalization of this mass matrix leads to a small mass for the left-handed neutrinos, of
the order of mlrM
−1
rr m
†
lr, whereas the Majorana masses for the right handed neutrinos are left
essentially unchanged. We can introduce a Dirac mass in our model. Consider a toy model, where
we only add one right-handed neutrino, described by a Majorana spinor νcR = νR. On the free
C∞(M,C)-module C∞(M,C2 ⊕ C2), we can choose the connection
Ω =
Ö
ω2×2 02×2
02×2
Ç
α 0
0 0
å è⊗ 1 + ( 02×2 −mlr
m†lr 0
)
⊗ ξ1. (58)
This connection leads to a Dirac mass term in the action.
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